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Announcement
MetaSoccer x MEIS—A Perkins Eastman Studio x Dossier Digital Launches Stadium Designs in the 
Metaverse

New York, Geneva, 28 February 2022 - We are excited to announce our first major partnership: Dossier 
Digital, a platform for bespoke 3D digital assets, is working with world-renowned architects MEIS—A 
Perkins Eastman Studio to design metaverse-ready stadiums for the soon-to-be-launched MetaSoccer 
Play-To-Earn soccer game.

MetaSoccer is the first blockchain-based soccer metaverse where users can create their own club and 
generate income while playing. Created by Champion Games, a game studio based in Barcelona, 
MetaSoccer is focused on providing its users the total GameFi experience, allowing them to enter the 
ecosystem as club owners or managers, where they can have fun while generating income. MetaSoccer 
embraces multiple revenue streams such as NFT asset drops, fees from different transactions across the 
ecosystem, sponsorships, and broadcasting.

MetaSoccer, set to become one of the most sought-after P2E sports games in the world, is determined 
to offer the highest-quality digital assets available. Enter Dossier Digital: we are pleased to introduce 
the creative talents of our partner, industry leader MEIS, to MetaSoccer, thus wedding the best of 
international stadium design, with the cutting-edge domain of the metaverse.

MEIS, a boutique design practice with offices in Los Angeles and New York, specializes in
the design of experience and spectacle. From sports and entertainment venues to urban activation, MEIS
creates environments that inspire people to gather and celebrate. Dan Meis, FAIA, one of the leading
innovators in the design of civic, urban, entertainment, and sporting venues, leads the practice, with
some of his best-known built designs including Crypto.com Arena, Everton FC Stadium, Safeco Field 
and Paul Brown Stadium. Recognized as one of the profession’s most inspired practices comprised of 
ultra-creative and talented individuals, MEIS creates award-winning, unique, and memorable spectator 
experiences that result in significant return on investment and revenue generation for clients.

With this partnership, MetaSoccer will have exclusive access to MEIS’s stunning stadium designs— 
which will be minted as in-game NFTs and made available to MetaSoccer users and integrated into the 
metaverse in the coming months. As the game evolves, 3D match simulations will be held inside our 
stadiums. This dovetails with Dossier Digital’s vision of realizing the potential of speculative architecture. 
MetaSoccer explicitly illustrates the growing capacities of the metaverse, and we are pleased to launch 
MEIS into this exciting new frontier.

-

About Dossier Digital

Dossier Digital is a platform for bespoke 3D digital assets by the world’s top artists, architects, and 
designers. Our clients are metaverse companies, game developers, software libraries, as well as 
museums and foundations. Dossier Digital unlocks the value in unrealized designs – from the archives to 
the metaverse and beyond.
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About MetaSoccer

MetaSoccer is the first blockchain-based soccer metaverse where users can create their own club and 
generate income while playing (Play-to-Earn).  A whole soccer ecosystem where users can participate 
full-time as club owners or managers while having fun and generating income. MetaSoccer embraces 
multiple revenue streams such as: NFT asset drops, fees from different transactions across the ecosystem 
(marketplace sales, betting, token swap…), sponsorships and broadcasting.
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About MEIS—A Perkins Eastman Studio

MEIS is a boutique designed studio specialised in the design of experience and spectacle. From sports 
and entertainment venues to urban activations, MEIS creates environments that inspire people to gather 
and celebrate. Recognised as one of the profession’s most inspired practices, the studio is responsible for 
the creation of award-winning, unique and memorable spectator experiences that result in significant 
return on investment  and revenue generation for clients.
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